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No, not that kind of pairing...
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• Encryption? Not an option in this model...
  – Yes, they’re Mira’s kids, but they still can’t do AES in their heads before they can walk

• Solution?
  – Steganography! Specifically, Fiber-based
  – Must be washable and drool-proof
Fiber-based Steganography

• Start with some fibers (cotton)
• Weave them together into dense sheets (cloth)
• Choose an alphabet to encode your message
  – Ours have 4 symbols: W, A, I, L
• Define width $d$, different lengths $l_W, l_A, l_I, l_L$
• Cut lots of strips of cloth, piled by length
We want randomized buckets
So, add appropriate randomization
Symbol encoding

• For each symbol, draw (w/o replacement) from the corresponding bucket
  – But if you get successive identical patterns, draw again
• Concatenate (e.g. sew) into a “stream”
  – One ginormous strip of cloth (~230 feet long)
• Segment the stream into 86in long “blocks” (strips)
• Tile the strips into a rectangle
  – This is the ciphertext
The Ciphertext
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We examine the problem of fair exchange that lets a user atomically exchange an electronic coin

Successful Message Transmission
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